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A NEW START FOR OUR YOUTH

YMCA d'Haïti

July – September 2018

Editorial
Dear friends and partners,
This quarter has seen us repair the damages caused by the uprising that
occurred the first weekend in July. We have overcome!
For 17 years, the YMCA d’Haiti has always overcome!
Thank God we do it with a lot of insight. We grow and learn by doing
so, so we thrive a bit. From one YMCA community center in Port-auPrince, serving about one hundred students in 2001, here we are today
offering useful and relevant programs to more than eight thousand five
hundred young people and adults through eight YMCA Community
Centers implemented throughout the country.
We lost some of our meager resources in July and after, due to the
upheaval but we have adjusted and we are moving briskly towards the
goals set in our Strategic Plan (2017-2020). So yes, we did overcome.
Imagine spending all this energy to invest in our youth instead of
playing defense… what a marvelous organization our Y could be!
Imagine for a moment that our young professionals would think of
staying in the country to rebuild it instead of rushing to other
skies…what a country we will have!
Are they so strong these stateless bandits who prevent our youth from
progressing and from enjoying the pursuit of happiness?
In any case, the YMCA d’Haiti knows that the good, the just, the right
always prevail, It is our faith, our culture too. And that's the roots of
our optimism. That is what justifies our actions in this paradoxical
game of overcoming, which annihilates us and nourishes us with great
hope at the same time.
Dear friends and partners, your YMCA is doing well.
Thank you for your continuous support

Gwénaël Apollon
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The theme '' YMCA, a Safe
Space ''

Activities

The aim was the empowerment
of our young people.
407 young people spent all their
energy during the summer
holidays to promote YMCA
space in communities as a safe
ecumenical space where young
people could freely prosper.
The activities for this quarter started in Thailand were four of us,
including three Change Agents participated actively in the 19th
World Council of YMCAs.
Back home, we have distinguished ourselves by managing the
negative impact of the last July events by adapting our programs to
the circumstance: Sports camps, day camps and STEM have been
transformed into many recreational, social and cultural days in all
centers where football tournaments, board games, excursions, dance
shows and other activities competed for the space.

NEW SCHOOL AT THE YMCA COMMUNITY CENTER CARACOL
The YMCA Community Center in Caracol has just
housed a new primary School. Seven classes have already
started in September (96 students). Community
residents, local authorities, youth and children welcome
this major initiative of the YMCA d'Haiti. This is a new
service that the Center offers to the community. It must
be said that the Regional Committee has worked hard to
make this school the reality it is today.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDG)
The Sustainable Development Goals appeal to
everyone and all the countries in the world, poor
and rich, to promote prosperity while protecting
the planet.
The YMCA d’Haiti played its partition by
promoting these objectives with youth of the
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country. Training was provided to 14 youth so
that they could help the community work
towards advancing and achieving these goals.
These young people have worked on a survey
that people in the community have already filled.
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The next step will be to bring these people
together and others to organize debates leading
to concrete actions responding to the "Sustainable
Development Goals". The YMCA d’Haiti will
continue to involve other young people in this
noble work.

CODING STEM TRAINING
Each year, YMCA Community Centers
organize STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering,
Mathematics)
activities.
During this summer, we defined a new
strategy, that of spreading these activities
throughout the year. With that, the National
Office with the help from our extraordinary
Volunteer from Greater New York YMCA,
Javid, we trained young people on "coding".
The latter is based on computer games that
allow children to develop their reasoning
skills. The trained youth will be available to
do the activities in the centers with the
children.

YMCA COMMUNITY CENTER LAURENT FIRST DAY CAMP
Young people and children of the YMCA
Community
Center
of
Laurent
wholeheartedly were very grateful to the
National Office of the YMCA d’Haiti and
Frager SA for the realization and the success
of the first edition of the day camp, which
was closed on August 4th with many
activities such as dance shows, parades,
poems, songs and so many others. Staff of
Frager S.A and Agry-Supply were present
and they also brought several other young
people who performed during the closing.
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They presented gifts to the volunteers and children
and presented the certificates to the young leaders
who helped each day in this camp for 2 weeks. The
guests also received a macramé bracelet made by
the children during the day camp. The
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Coordinator expressed herself in these words:
"Vive le YMCA” which allows young people to
have a safe space and activities that empower their
spirit, fortifying their souls and bodies".

FONTAMARA : DURING SUMMER A CENTER OF HANDIWORK
The Fontamara YMCA Community
Center is a difficult one to manage because
of gang violence. However, Julmis
Mirline, our Coordinator and the
volunteers have demonstrated great effort
and street intelligence to keep the Center
open during the summer. The devoted
young Jean Gardy trained 15 young
teenagers in shoemaking. With joy, they
learned to make sandals. Thanks to the
center, these young people are part of the
hope of a community that is struggling to
find peace. At the Fontamara Center, the
Mission impact is obvious!

Frager S.A and Agry-Supply, Good Examples of
Regional Cooperation
Frager S.A and Agry-Supply are very interested
in the activities of the YMCA Community
Center in Laurent. These companies often visit
the center and use it to have regular meetings
with the staff and the volunteers. They also
participate in various activities. In addition,
they introduce new youth to the Center to
benefit from the programs while giving
financial and material support to the realization
of some activities. All this is a good example of
cooperation and support at the regional level.
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Afterschool Program
POTEKOLE and Afterschool
Programs. For example, at the
YMCA Community Center in
Port-au-Prince, the space is
very welcoming to receive the
beneficiaries of the “Aide au
Devoir” program. Chairs and
tables
are
strategically
arranged with school grade
recognition tags. Added to
that, a canteen to appease the
hunger of students. With your

Summer holidays have come to an end and most schools have begun
to provide the bread of instruction to children and Haitian youth.
And as usual, the YMCA d’Haiti, via the YMCA Community
Centers, participate in the advancement of Education through our

Leadership
Activities, programs such as tournaments, championships, manual
workshops, and summer training sessions would be impossible
without the participation of our young leaders in the YMCA
Community Centers. We share with you the testimony of one of them
from the YMCA Community Center of Laurent:
One of the impacts of the YMCA in my life is the fact that the Center is a space
that allows me to highlight the hidden talents that were in me. For example, it
was for the first time in my life that I was able to lead a program at the YMCA
as a MC. It was wow!!! All thanks to the YMCA. I can add that the YMCA
gives local youth a lot of visibility to develop their talents. The Center also
helps different neighborhood of the area (Lawrence Viljoint, Faugasse) to
reconcile, to join each other on a cultural level. This is something we have been
waiting for for a long time, and the YMCA has come to bring it to us. In other
words, the YMCA is the true formula that has allowed us to understand this
statement: '' All together for progress ''. Thank you !
Senat Jean Lorking, Young Leader Centre Communautaire YMCA
Laurent.

Support, we intend to extend
this canteen to all eight YMCA
Community Centers.

